The Deep Worksheet 1

1 Complete the crossword. Write the mystery word.

1 A sperm __________ can dive down to 1000 metres.

2 The deep sea anglerfish can make its own ____________.

3 The atolla __________ will light its body brightly when under attack.

4 People can dive in deep water in a ____________.

5 The ____________ was a famous ship that sank in 1912.

6 A long, deep hole at the bottom of the ocean is called a ____________.

7 A ____________ is a woman with the tail of a fish.

8 Giant ____________ can grow to 13 metres long.

The mystery word is ____________.

2 True or false? Circle the correct answer.

1 Water covers more than ¼ of the Earth’s surface. T F

2 The deepest place on Earth is the Mariana Trench. T F

3 Jacques Piccard and Don Walsh’s window in their submarine cracked at 5000 metres. T F

4 No sea creatures live on the ocean floor. T F

5 Big companies use robot submarines to find oil on the sea floor. T F

6 The Titanic sank on a trip to Britain. T F

3 Match the words together with the pictures.

1 A viperfish has dive down to 1500 metres.

2 A swallower eel has a large, wide mouth.

3 Elephant seals can long, sharp teeth.

4 Hatchet fish are small, silver and thin.
The Deep Worksheet 2

1 Complete the sentences using the words.

swallow\textit{er} mammal dive fish scientists photos night light bigger food

1 The \underline{swallow\textit{er}} eel can swallow fish that are \underline{_______} than the eel itself.

2 This deep sea anglerfish waits for other \underline{_______} to swim towards its \underline{_______}.

3 In 2004 Japanese \underline{_______} took \underline{_______} of a giant squid.

4 Every \underline{_______}, the bristlemouth fish swims up closer to the surface to find \underline{_______}.

5 This \underline{_______} can \underline{_______} down to 1000 metres.

2 Complete the sentences. Match the correct facts.

1 We know more about the M \underline{oon} than \underline{_______}
2 The deepest t \underline{_______} is over 10 kilometres \underline{_______}
3 Scuba divers can only d \underline{_______} down
4 150 metres below the surface of the w \underline{_______}
5 More than half the o \underline{_______} is \underline{_______}

\underline{a} to about 30 metres. \underline{b} parts of the Earth. \underline{c} deeper than 1.6 kilometres. \underline{d} below the water's surface. \underline{e} it becomes very dark.

3 Think about sea creatures. Write your own answers. Draw.

1 The most frightening sea creature is \underline{_______} because \underline{_______}.

2 My favourite sea creature is \underline{_______} because \underline{_______}.
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The Deep Worksheet 3

1 Write, find and then circle.

2 Think about the story. Answer the questions.

What does Dr Shaw want to discover on the sea floor?

Dr Shaw wants to discover new sea creatures.

What subject does Sally study?

What creature attacks the submarine?

What does Sally see in the trench?

What does she do with the photo?

3 Number the sentences in the correct order.

- This photo is going to make me rich and famous.
- We’re going to see one of the deepest places in the world.
- Nobody can survive the water pressure on the sea floor!
- The city under the sea is just a story.
The Deep Worksheet 4

1 Sally is writing her diary. Complete her thoughts using the words.

helped  wanted  dive  saw  delete  grabbed  hit  city  fell

1 I was excited about the dive. Dr Shaw wanted to find new creatures on the sea floor, but I wanted to find parts of an ancient ____________.

2 We started to ____________ but after 1000 metres a giant squid grabbed us! We escaped but Dr Shaw hit his head.

3 We ____________ for a long time and then we stopped on the sea floor. After a few minutes someone came and ____________ us.

4 I ____________ a beautiful city at the bottom of the trench. I took a photo of the city but later I decided to delete it. Now the city will always be safe under the sea.

2 Read the questions. Write the answers.

1 What were the sailors’ stories about?

A lost city.

2 Why couldn’t Sally steer the submarine?

__________________.

3 What did Sally do when she saw the city?

__________________.

4 Did the mysterious diver have an oxygen tank?

__________________.

3 Imagine you visit The City Under the Sea. Write about three things you see. Do you like it? Give your reasons.

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________
Answer Key

The Deep

Worksheet 1
1 Complete the crossword. Write the mystery word.
1 whale 2 light 3 jellyfish 4 submarine 5 Titanic 6 trench 7 mermaid 8 squid
The mystery word: Atlantis

2 True or false? Circle the correct answer.
1 false 2 true 3 false 4 false 5 true 6 false

3 Match the words together with the pictures.
a Elephant seals can dive down to 1500 metres.   c A swallower eel has a large, wide mouth.
b Hatchet fish are small, silver and thin. d A viperfish has long sharp teeth.

Worksheet 2
1 Complete the sentences using the words.
1 swallower, bigger 2 fish, light 3 scientists, photos 4 night, food 5 mammal, dive

2 Complete the sentences. Match the correct facts together.
1 Moon, b 2 trench, d 3 dive, a 4 water, e 5 ocean, c

3 Think about sea creatures. Write your own answers. Draw.
Pupils’ own answers.

Worksheet 3
1 Write, find and then circle.

| E O N R C A K I Q L |
| A C A M E R A A T R V |
| R I R E W Q M Y E O |
| T Q U R D V O C A L |
| H E A M R O N I R C |
| A L L A T L S T T A |
| S Q U I D I T Y P N |
| T I A D H V E G K O |
| H S U B M A R I N E |

1 mermaid 2 submarine 3 squid 4 camera 5 city 6 volcano 7 earth 8 monster

2 Think about the story. Answer the questions.
1 Dr Shaw wants to discover new sea creatures.
2 She studies history.
3 A giant squid attacks the submarine.
4 She sees a city in the trench.
5 Sally deletes the photo.

3 Number the sentences in the correct order.
1 We’re going to see one of the deepest places in the world.
2 The city under the sea is just a story.
3 Nobody can survive the water pressure on the sea floor!
4 This photo is going to make me rich and famous.

Worksheet 4
1 Sally is writing her diary. Complete her thoughts using the words.
1 wanted, city 2 dive, grabbed, hit 3 fell, helped 4 saw, delete

2 Read the questions. Write the answers.
1 A lost city. 2 The controls didn’t work. 3 She took a photo. 4 No, he didn’t.

3 Imagine you visit The City Under the Sea. Write about things you see. Do you like it?
Give your reasons.
Pupils’ own answers.